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•Particles of matter are the basic building blocks 
of everything in the universe. 

•Here we study how these blocks interact to make 
the universe look and behave the way it does

•A reliable way to know what is the universe 
made of is by directly enquiring of nature through 
experiments

•What we learned: 

- Complex structures in the universe are 
made of simple objects 

- Different phenomena are often different 
manifestation of the same underlying 
physics

A journey into the heart of matter

©2011-2016	PhysicsAndMore
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Let’s do the calculation…

• What still do not know: 

• After  50 years of struggling we finally discovered the last elusive piece of the 
Standard Model : the Higgs boson

• Our understanding of the universe is not complete 
but this discovery opens a new era of physics 
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Flavour Problem
- Why is gravity so weak compared to the Plank 
scale?

- What is the origin of the matter-antimatter asymmetry we 
observe? 

- What is the true nature of neutrinos?

- Why there are three generations of fermions?

- What is the origin of Dark Matter and Dark Energy?

Solving the Unsolved in Particle Physics
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• Bountiful list of experiments and opportunities to be on the cutting edge of scientific 
discovery

• Pioneering technologies as ways to explore the energy, intensity and cosmic frontier,
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Neutrino Physics: CUORE/CUPID at LNGS

• Study of neutrino-less double beta decay in nuclear transitions to investigate 
Majorana nature of neutrinos 

• CUORE: Cryogenic Underground Observatory for Rare Events 

• CUPID: upgrade of the detector aiming to reduce by an order of magnitude 
the background (noise) 

Activities ongoing: crystal growth, detector assembly and analysis technique 
developments

• Exploit cryogenic calorimeters called bolometers 
to achieve excellent energy resolution and 
performance: T<10mK 

Fabio.Bellini@roma1.infn.it
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Neutrino Physics: NUCLEUS Experiment

• Cryogenic Particle detector at CHOOZ 
Nuclear Reactor in France. 

• Explore New Physics in Elastic Neutrino-
Nucleus scattering Coherent 

• Ongoing activities: simulation, data analysis, 
detector construction.

Very Near Site
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Figure 2: Sketch of the Chooz nuclear power plant and of the Very-Near-Site (VNS). The VNS is
located in-between the two reactor buildings B-1 and B-2. Since 2008, the power plant hosts the
Double Chooz experiment with two experimental sites, denoted the near and the far site. O�ce
buildings close to the Double Chooz sites can be used in the future. The inset on the top right
shows the o�ce building between the reactor cores hosting the VNS. Figure credit to EDF CNPE
de Chooz.

tonne-size to kilogram- or even gram-scale in the case of NUCLEUS, and thus, a possible practical
application in nuclear reactor monitoring [13]. Furthermore, CE⌫NS of solar and atmospheric
neutrinos will become an irreducible background for future dark matter experiments searching for
weakly interacting massive particles, which thus profit from an independent measurement of the
cross-section.

The first observation of CE⌫NS was reported by the COHERENT collaboration at a 6.7�
confidence level [5]. The COHERENT detector [14], operating at the Spallation Neutron Source
(SNS) in a neutrino flux of 4.3 ·107⌫/(s · cm2), uses a 14.6 kg CsI[Na] scintillating crystal target. In
contrast to reactor neutrinos, the neutrino beam produced at the SNS features a well defined energy
spectrum reaching up to 50MeV, i.e. partially above the coherence regime of elastic neutrino-
nucleus scattering.

This paper describes the NUCLEUS experiment at the Chooz Very-Near-Site (VNS), designed
to study CE⌫NS using reactor antineutrinos. The VNS is presented in Section 2, together with
on-site muon and neutron attenuation measurements. Section 3 focuses on the concept of the
NUCLEUS experiment at the VNS, whereas the NUCLEUS target detectors are described in
details in Reference [13]. Section 4 demonstrates that the NUCLEUS detectors can be operated
at the VNS with a moderate dead time induced by the muon-veto. The potential to measure the
CE⌫NS process with the NUCLEUS experiment at the VNS is presented in Section 5.

2 The Very-Near-Site at the Chooz Nuclear Power Plant

The VNS is a new experimental site between the two power reactors of the Chooz-B plant, planned
to host the NUCLEUS experiment. The nuclear power plant, shown in Figure 2, is operated by the
French company Electricité de France (EDF). The two N4-type pressurized water reactors, hereafter
identified as B-1 and B-2, are separated by 160m, and their respective cores are located about 7m
above the Chooz ground level. Each reactor runs at a nominal thermal power of 4.25GWth and
features a high duty cycle. The two cores are switched o↵ for refuelling approximately one month
per year during alternating periods.
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Talk with more info at this link

• R&D on cryogenic detectors for next-generation 
experiments on  Neutrino scattering, Majorana 
neutrino, Dark Matter. 

• Design, test and data analysis in the Cryogenic 
Detectors lab at Sapienza. 

Marco.Vignati@roma1.infn.it

https://agenda.infn.it/event/18741/attachments/61989/74144/CEnNS_INFN.pdf
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• PADME (Positron Annihilation into Dark Matter Experiment) at INFN LNF

• KLOE-2 is an experiments located at LNF at the DAFNE accelerator

• Search for dark photon, a new particle connecting the SM with the dark unknown sector 

Exploring the Dark Sector: PADME, KLOE-2

mauro.raggi@uniroma1.it
antonio.didomenico@roma1.infn.it

mailto:antonio.didomenico@roma1.infn.it
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Direct Detection of Dark Matter

Courtesy of Prof. Rahatlou

• Observe recoil of dark matter from nucleus

• Very interesting signal observed by DAMA experiment at 
LNGS but not other confirmation

Veto vessel
w/ scintillator

Detector
module

Veto PMTs

PMT

PMT

Crystal

SABRE: New detector with NaI(Tl) aiming at reproducing 
DAMA measurement with two sites: LNGS and Australia

DarkSide-50 (DS-50): 
50 kg active mass of 
liquid argonat LNGS

CNT: Carbon nanotubes to detect 
electron recoiling from DM with a mass 
as low as few MeV
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shahram.rahatlou@uniroma1.it

andrea.messina@roma1.infn.it

gianluca.cavoto@uniroma1.it

http://darkside.lngs.infn.it/ds-50/
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The energy frontier:  
The Large Hadron Collider

..A tool to probe the structure of 
matter & fundamental 

interactions…

 /189
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x5 Run1 x2 Run2 x10 Run3

The Big Picture

 /1810
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x5 Run1 x2 Run2 x10 Run3

The Big Picture

• Precise measurements of 
Standard Model observables

• Model Independent searches for 
non conventional final states

10/18
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x5 Run1 x2 Run2 x10 Run3

The Big Picture

• Precise measurements of 
Standard Model observables

• Model Indipendent searches for 
non conventional final states

New technologies and computational tools needed to cope 

higher energies and luminosities

10/18
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Standard Model at the LHC

• Establish Higgs boson role in fermion 
mass generation with % precision

• Very challenging:  low cross section and 
the complex final state  + combination of 
various decay channels

•  Non negligible effect of new particles 
and interaction on mW  w/ uncertainty 
< 10 MeV  

• Extraordinary opportunity to test the 
internal consistency of the SM

11/18
©2011-2016	PhysicsAndMore
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Going weirder at the LHC
• If exist,Dark Matter can be produced at LHC 

• Strong interest in long-lived particles at colliders 

Zero vs non-zero lifetime
Zero lifetime Non-zero lifetime

In-time photon
!Arrival time compatible with that of a 
relativistic particle from the IP

Off-time photon
!Arrival time sensibly increases with 
parent particle lifetime
!ΔT∼O(ns)
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Detectors Upgrade and R&D
• LHC Phase-2 upgrade for 2026: maintain excellent performance of the 

detector in efficiency, resolution, and background rejection  

-> withstand pileup and radiation damage particularly demanding forward regions  

• ATLAS : ’New Small Wheels’ precision 
tracking and trigger  ’Micromegas’ 
chambers to measure the position of 
the particles better than 50 µm

CMS: MIP timing detector to mitigate large 
pileup and assign a time w/ 30 ps resolution to

•  

particles and vertices

Activities: Prototypes characterization and 
simulated studies to evaluate effective 
performances

13/18

stefano.giagu@roma1.infn.it

riccardo.paramatti@uniroma1.it
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Colliders beyond LHC

• Muon collider: much higher energies for 
colliders of reasonable size + point-like 
projectile
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Fig. 1: Left panel: the energy at which the proton collider cross-section equals that of a muon collider. The dashed
line assumes comparable Feynman amplitudes for the muon and the proton production processes. A factor of ten
enhancement of the proton production amplitude squared, possibly due to QCD production, is considered in the
continuous line. Right panel: Higgs and top-quark production cross-sections at high energy lepton colliders.

for
p
sµ ⌧

p
sp, as shown on the left panel of Figure 1.

Naively, one would expect the lower background level could be another advantage of the muon
collider relative to hadronic machines. However it is unclear to what extent this is the case because of
the large beam background from the decay of the muons, discussed in section 4.

Figure 1 suggests that a 14 TeV muon collider with sufficient luminosity might be very effective
as a direct exploration machine, with a physics motivation and potential similar to that of a 100 TeV
proton-proton collider [4]. Although detailed analyses are not yet available, it is expected that a future
energy frontier muon collider could make decisive progress on several beyond-the-SM questions, and
to be conclusive on some of these questions. By exploiting the very large vector-boson fusion (VBF)
cross-section, a muon collider could search extensively for new particles coupled with the Higgs boson,
possibly related to electroweak baryogenesis [5]. It might also discover Higgsinos or other heavy WIMP
dark matter scenarios [6]. In this context, it is important to remark that motivated “minimal” WIMP dark
matter candidates might have a mass of up to 16 TeV. Generic electroweak-charged particle with easily
identifiable decay products up to a mass of several TeV can be searched for. Relevant benchmarks are
the (coloured) top partners related with naturalness, which should be present at this high mass even in
elusive “neutral naturalness” scenarios.

The ability to perform measurements, which probe New Physics indirectly
2, is another important

goal of future collider projects. The high energy of a muon collider could also be beneficial from this
viewpoint, in two ways. First, indirect New Physics effects are enhanced at high energy, so that they
can show up even in relatively inaccurate measurements. This is the mechanism by which the 3 TeV
CLIC might be able to probe the Higgs compositeness scale above 10 TeV (or a weakly-coupled Z

0 up
to 30 TeV) with di-fermion and di-boson measurements at the 1% level [7], while an exquisite precision
of 10�4

/10
�5 would be needed to achieve the same goal with low-energy (e.g., Z-pole) observables. At

a 30 TeV muon collider, with suitably scaled luminosity, the reach would increase by a factor of 10. The
second important aspect is that some of the key processes for Higgs physics, namely those initiated by
the vector boson fusion (see the right panel of Figure 1), have very large cross-sections. For instance with
an integrated luminosity of 10 ab

�1, a 10 TeV muon collider would produce 8 million Higgs bosons,
with 30’000 of them by the pair production mechanism that is sensitive to the trilinear Higgs coupling.
While further study is required, especially in view of the significant level of machine background that
is expected at a muon collider, these numbers might allow a satisfactory program of Higgs couplings
determination.

A detailed assessment of the muon collider luminosity requirements will result from a compre-
hensive investigation of the physics potential, which is not yet available. However a simple and robust

2Precision would also allow the characterization of newly discovered particles.
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• CRYSBEAM: Crystal channeling to 
extract high energy hadron beams 
from an accelerator; feasibility study 
of a fixed target experiment, study of 
hadronic swarms. 

• FCC:100 TeV with 100 km tunnel

 4

The FCC project
Within the FCC collaboration (CERN as 
host lab), 4 main accelerator facilities have 
been studied:  

•  pp-collider (FCC-hh)
• defines infrastructure requirements
• 16 T → 100 TeV in 100 km tunnel

• ee-collider (FCC-ee):
• as a (potential) first step

• ep collider (FCC-eh)

• HE-LHC : 
• 27 TeV (16T magnets in LHC 

tunnel)

CDRs and European Strategy documents have been made public in Jan. 2019  

https://fcc-cdr.web.cern.ch/

14/18

gianluca.cavoto@uniroma1.it

https://www.roma1.infn.it/

https://www.roma1.infn.it/
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Medical Applications with the  
Applied Radiation Physic Group 

http://arpg-serv.ing2.uniroma1.it/arpg-site/index.php

CHIRONE
(Radio Guided Surgery)

MARIANNE
(Imaging for stadiation)

DOSE PROFILER
(Particle Therapy dosimetry)

MONDO
(Fast Neutron Detection)

FRED
(TPS with GPU)

FOOT
(RBE in PT)

NEPTUNE
(19F-MRI)

FILOBLU
(Patient-Doctor 
interactions)

NUCLEAR MEDICINE HADRON THERAPY

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN MEDICINE 

WIDMAPP
(Dosimetry for Target Radio 
Therapy)

PAPRICA

15/18
http://arpg-serv.ing2.uniroma1.it/arpg-site/

http://arpg-serv.ing2.uniroma1.it/arpg-site/
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Hadron Therapy and Dose Monitoring
• Concentrate release of energy inside tumor due to release of energy in ionization 

• Based on nuclear reactions between the projectile and the patient

Courtesy of Prof. A. Sarti

• About 10% of biological effect due to secondary fragments which give 
contribution also outside the tumor region 

• Dose Profiler: Exploit 
secondary particles detection 
as an online monitor of the 
dose 

• FOOT: beam monitoring took 
first data in 04/2019  

Courtesy of Prof. A. Sarti

16/18
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Radio Guided Surgery
• Develop radiation detectors that the surger can use to detect residuals/lymphnodes 

during the surgery . This can be done once injecting a radioactive tracker into the 
patient

•Use of    - tracers (electrons): 

–Detect electrons that travel ~100 

times less than γ 

–No background from photons 

  

–Shorter time to have a response 

–Smaller and more versatile 
detector 

– Reduced effect of nearby 
healthy tissues 

–Reduced dose to medical staff 

Ongoing	 R&D:
• Detector	

improvements	 to	
lower	energy	
threshold

• Laparoscopic	
application	
(adjustment	 in	
size,	multiple	
reading	for	
information	 from	
the	side)

�

17/18
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Useful Links and Contacts
• I tried to give you a comprehensive overview of the research opportunities in particle and 

medical physics in this department. 

• Due to time constraints I did not manage to cover other activities as:

• More information can be found at the INFN website:  

• You can obviously contact me any time and I will re-direct you to the right person to talk 
with

http://www.roma1.infn.it/

livia.soffi@uniroma1.it or www.roma1.infn.it/~lsoffi/index.html

- LHC-b @ CERN (b-physics @ LHC) 

- MEG @ PSI di Zurich (new physics wtih µ→eγ) 

- AMS2  on the ISS (anti matter and dark matter) 

- DAMA @ LNGS (direct dark matter detection) 

18/18

http://arpg-serv.ing2.uniroma1.it/arpg-site/and at the ARPG page:

gianluca.cavoto@uniroma1.it

roberta.santacesaria@roma1.infn.it

paolo.lipari@roma1.infn.it

https://www.lngs.infn.it/it/dama 

• A summary of these activities is presented in the Scientific Report of our Departement:          
https://www.phys.uniroma1.it/fisica/sites/default/files/allegati/ScientificReport2014-2016.pdf

https://www.phys.uniroma1.it/fisica/sites/default/files/showcase/showcase.html
• List of available theses on phys.uniroma1.it:

http://www.roma1.infn.it/
mailto:livia.soffi@uniroma1.it
https://www.lngs.infn.it/it/dama
https://www.phys.uniroma1.it/fisica/sites/default/files/allegati/ScientificReport2014-2016.pdf
https://www.phys.uniroma1.it/fisica/sites/default/files/showcase/showcase.html

